In some signal processing tasks involving complex-valued multichannel measurements, classical whitening approaches do not completely remove the second-order statistical dependencies of the data. This paper describes adaptive procedures for estimating the strong uncorrelating transform for jointly diagonalizing the covariance and pseudo-covariance matrices of multidimensional signals. Novel algorithms are derived that extend and combine the power method and orthogonal iterations with ordinary fixed and iterative whitening procedures. Finally, we show how to combine our procedures with orthogonal PAST algorithms to perform subspace tracking and source signal clustering based on non-circularity.
INTRODUCTION
For zero-mean -dimensional signals
, the sample covariance matrix and pseudo-covariance matrices . The SUT is defined in [3, 4] in the context of independent component analysis and blind source separation, and very few methods for computing it have been described. In this paper, we extend classic techniques for eigenvector estimation of Hermitian symmetric matrices to computing the Takagi factorization of a complex symmetric matrix needed for the SUT. We then illustrate the importance of the SUT for subspace tracking tasks. In particular, we derive an extension of the projection approximation subspace tracking (PAST) algorithm in which the signal subspace is further decomposed into smaller subspaces due to signal noncircularity.
AN ITERATIVE PROCEDURE FOR FINDING THE STRONG-UNCORRELATING TRANSFORM
As defined in [3, 4] , the SUT for any . In linear algebra, the power method and orthogonal iterations are classical procedures for finding one or more eigenvectors of a Hermitian symmetric complex matrix [5] . In this (9) Considering the normalization step, the evolution of the Table 1 : The adaptive SUT algorithm employing orthogonal iterations.
As for the matrix function , we are motivated by existing prewhitening algorithms to choose specific forms. The choice
yields a fast-converging iteration that is related to a classic procedure for vector orthogonalization [6] . Convergence of this iteration to a prewhitening solution is at least quadratic if Table 1 gives the proposed adaptive strong-uncorrelating transform based on the method of orthogonal iterations. The complexity of this procedure is 
SIMULATIONS
We now illustrate the performance of the proposed algorithms via simulations, in which Table 1 . The OPAST-SUT algorithm. , whereas for minor subspace tracking, we desire . The rest of this paper focuses on the former problem.
Among the many principal subspace tracking algorithms, the orthogonal PAST algorithms are a family of procedures use an approximate least-squares subspace estimator embedded within a Householder update to maintain exact unitarity of , so it can replace the traditional Kalman gain update relationships within PAST. A similar design was used in the combined OPAST and kurtosis-based source separation procedure in [13] . Table 1 Figure 2 shows the output signal constellations of
